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ABSTRACT 

Three constitutive models are recommended as candidate constitutive models t o  
describe the deformation of crushed salt. The candidate constitutive models are 
generalized to three-dimensional states of stress t o  include the effects of mean and 
deviatoric stress and modified to include the effects of temperature, grain size, and 
moisture content. A database including hydrostatic consolidation and shear 
consolidation tests conducted on Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) and southeastern 
New Mexico salt is used to  determine material parameters for the candidate constitutive 
models. To evaluate the capability of the candidate models, the parameter values 
obtained fiom fitting the complete database are used to  predict the individual tests. 
Finite element calculations of a WIPP shaft with emplaced crushed salt demonstrate the 
model predictions. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is designed as the first full-scale, mixied 
geological repository for the safe management, storage, and disposal of transuranic 
(TRU) radioactive wastes generated by the Department of Energy (DOE) defense 
programs. The WIPP underground faciliw, located in southeastern New Mexico at a 
depth of approximately 655 m in bedded halite, consists of a series of underground 
shafts, drifts, panels, and disposal rooms. m e r  the facility meets the requirements of 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), each disposal room will be filled with 
containers holding TRU wastes of various forms. Ultimately, a seal system wi l l  be 
emplaced to  prevent water from entering the repository and to prevent gases and brines 
from migrating out of the repository. 

Crushed salt has been proposed as a key component material for permanent sealing 
of WIPP underground openings. Crushed salt's desirable characteristics include 
chemical compatibility, eventual mechanical similarity with the host salt formation, and 
availability from the site excavation. In addition, voids in crushed salt close and heal 
in response to  applied loads. Laboratory tests have shown that crushed salt achieves 
desirable permeability characteristics as consolidation increases the material density. 
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An understanding of consolidation processes in crushed salt is fundamental to  the design 
of a credible seal system that will provide confidence in establishing regulatory 
compliance. The objective of this paper is to  examine the mechanical material models 
appropriate for describing crushed-salt deformation. 

To meet our objective, the study was divided into five major parts: (1) literature 
review and candidate model selection, (2) three-dimensional generalization of the 
candidate models, (3) assembly of an experimental database to evaluate material 
parameters for the candidate models, (4) nonlinear least-squares fitting of the candidate 
models to the database and evaluation of the statistics, and (5) implementation of the 
models into a finite element code and demonstration of model response for a typical in 
situ problem. Each of these activities are discussed separately in the remainder of this 
paper. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A review of the literature was conducted t o  identify existing models used to  describe 
deformation of crushed salt and to determine mechanisms governing the deformation 
processes. From this review, candidate models were selected that are mechanism-based 
and representative of the range of conditions expected at the FVIPP.. . -  

From a phenomenological viewpoint, the mechanical behavior of crushed salt can be 
divided into elastic, plastic, and viscoplastic deformation. The various models governing 
the phenomenological behavior may be divided into time-independent and time- 

rearrangement, cataclasis, and plastic yield. Time-dependent densification of crushed 
salt includes dislocation creep and pressure solutioning. Densification or  consolidation 
of crushed salt depends strongly on parf2cle size and moisture content with the rate of 
deformation increasing rapidly as particle size decreases and moisture content increases. 
Added moisture activates the pressure solution processes characterized by material 
dissolution-precipitation induced by stressing along the intergranular b e e .  

dependent deformation. Time-independent densification of crushed salt includes particle - -. 

Ten crushed-salt constitutive models were identified &om the literature search 
described by Callahan et al. [19951. Essentially, these constitutive models were 
developed to reproduce hydrostatic (isostatic) consolidation laboratory tests and include 
only the volumetric strain component. However, in recent years, deviatoric stresses have 
been recognized t o  influence consolidation in the crystalline powder industry (e.g., Xu 
and McMeeking [19951). Whether or not deviatoric stresses assist in the consolidation 
processes of crushed salt, inclusion of the component is necessary to  be able to describe 
the distortion of the crushed salt in general and make any model acceptable for 
performing numerical simulations. 

From the ten models idenfified, three were selected as candidate models for further 
examination. The three candidate models are those attributable to  Sjaardema and E e g  
[1987], Zeuch [19901, and Spiers and Brzesowsky 119931. The Sjaardema and E e g  
model is empirical and was retained for comparative purposes since it has been used in 
the past for calculation of crushed-salt problems at  the WIPP. The Zeuch model was 
constructed for nominally dry crushed salt and is based on isostatic hot-pressing models 



and dislocation creep. The Spiers model was formulated for wet crushed-salt aggregates 
and is based o n  grain boundary diffusional pressure solution processes. 

CANDIDATE CONSTITUTIVE MODELS 

This section presents the general form of the crushed-salt constitutive model and 
development of the three-dimensional generalization for the candidate constitutive 
models. An empirical h c t i o n  containing the effects of moisture, particle size, and 
temperature is included, which modifies the equivalent inelastic strain rates defined by 
the candidate models. 

General Constitutive Model Form 

The total strain rate for the crushed-salt constitutive model is assumed to consist 
of three components. The components include nonlinear elastic (Gj), consolidation (Cj), 
and creep ( k : j )  contributions, and the total strain rate is written as the sum of these 
rates: 

- 
Both the nonlinear elastic and consolidation portions of the model describe the material 
behavior in bulk (volumetric) and in shear (deviatoric). However, the creep portion of 
the model only describes deviatoric material behavior and is, in fact, the creep 
deformation model used for intact salt. The nonlinear elastic model adopted is that 
given by Sjaardema and Krieg 119873. The creep portion of the model is described by 
Munson et al. [19891. 

Consolidation Model 

The consolidation model is of primary concern in this study, and thus, this section 
is divided into subsections that address important issues regarding the consolidation 
portion of the crushed-salt model. Typically, equations proposed to  describe the behavior 
of a particular material are written in one-dimensional form or as scalar relationships. 
To be useful in numerical analyses and applicable to a variety of laboratory experiments 
with different load paths, any constitutive model must be generalized to include three- 
dimensional states of stress. The first subsection presents the generalization of the 
candidate constitutive model forms. The next subsection presents considerations for 
moisture, particle size, and temperature effects on the deformation of crushed salt. 
Since no single model includes all of these state variables, an empirical function is 
proposed t o  include their influence in the models. The last subsection presents the 
candidate constitutive model forms as modified to  capture the phenomena associated 
with the crushed-salt creep component of the constitutive model. 

Consolidation Model Generalization 

Following the approach of Fossum et al. 119881, the three-dimensional generalization 
of the kinetic equation for the consolidation inelastic flow is: 



.. 

where is the inelastic strain rate tensor and dq. and i& are the power-conjugate 
. equivalent stress measure and equivalent inelastic strain rate measure for creep 

consolidation, respectively; and the equivalent inelastic strain rate measure is written 
as a function of the equivalent stress measure. For use in the flow potential, another 
equivalent stress measure, oe,, is used to  provide a nonassociative formulation that 
provides flexibility in governing the magnitude of the volumetric behavior. 

Motivation for selection of the equivalent stress measures comes from laboratory 
experiments. Tests on crushed-salt specimens exhibit a strong dependence on the 
pressure (mean stress) applied to  the specimens. Shear consolidation experiments also 
exhibit differing behavior, depending on the magnitude of applied stress difference. In 
fact, the lateral strain in a typical triaxial test may be either positive or negative, 
depending on the relative magnitudes of the mean stress, stress difference, and the 
material's density. Thus, the appropriate stress measure should include both mean and 
deviatoric stress and density dependencies. Laboratory tests on intact salt specimens 
show little dependence on moderate mean stress levels (>2 ma), and typically, the 
deformation of intact salt is described as a volume-preserving process. Therefore, one 
would expect the mean stress influence to decrease as the crushed salt approaches fidl 
consolidation. With these considerations, the equivalent stress measures are given by: 

I - -- 

where: 

K = - n)"l 

D < D, 

D2D, 
n 

D = fractional density 

0, = mean stress 

q, 0, = principal stresses 

or,, o., = reference stresses 

. I  TI, 712, K O 7  K1, 
D, = transitional fractional density q, m,, and m2 = material parameters. 

(3) 

The equivalent stress measure (o& ) is defined to  be a negative quantity for compressive 
states of stress that drive the consolidation processes, which reqyires that qo be positive. 
As the crushed salt approaches fizll consolidation, q and K approach zero, and. the mean 
stress dependency diminishes. Twice the maximum shear stress or the Tresca 
equivalent stress is used in the equivalent stress measures to describe the shear 
behavior and is given by: 



lo, - 0331 = 2c0sy@2 (4) 

where the Lode angle ( y 1, which is a convenient alternative invariant to  J3, is given by: 
r 1 

with the second and third invariants of the deviator stress (si j )  defined by: 

(6) 1 J3 = -s s. s 1 J ,  = -s..s.. 
3 i j  Ik ki 

2 1J J l  

The partial derivative given in Equation 2 may be determined using the chain rule as: 

Performing the differentiation and substitufing Equation 7 into Equation 2 provides the 
tensorial strain rate components for the consolidation portion of the crushed-salt model, 
which is given by: I. - 

~ -. 

fisiny 
J2cos3 y 

where t, = sikskj - % J2 6ij. 

The flow potential contains five material parameters (KO, K ~ ,  q, or,, and m,) that 
need to be determined from laboratory experiments. To complete the crushed-salt creep 
consolidation description, the equivalent inelastic strain rate (kinetic equation) for the 
crushed-salt model needs to  be defined. The kinetic equations are the three specific 
crushed-salt models selected from the literature review. 

Moisture-Particle Size-Temperature Function 

The addition of a small amount of moisture significantly increases the consolidation 
rate of crushed salt. In addition, there appears t o  be a quantity of moisture above which 
further increases in the consolidation rate are not noticeable. However, the amount of 
moisture producing the largest consolidation rate may vary depending on temperature 
and pressure. When a significant amount of moisture is available, a retardation in the 
consolidation rate could occur ifthe interconnected porosity disappears and the moisture 
is trapped leading to  the generation of pore pressures. Researchers find that particle 
size or  grain-size dependency is inversely proportional to  the cube of the average grain- 
size diameter. Grain size is believed to be more important when moisture is present 
because densification through pressure solutioning is operative. Crushed-salt consoli- 



dation rates have been observed to  increase with increasing temperature. This most 
likely occurs because of the thermally activated dislocation motion within the crushed- 
salt particles. Most researchers have adopted the same temperature-dependent forms 
for crushed salt and intact salt, and the same form is used here. 

The effects of moisture, particle size, and temperature are combined to form 
parameter (E,), which is incorporated as a multiplicative constant on the equivalent 
inelastic strain rate: 

, 

where: 

w = moisture fraction by weight L = dimensional parameter Imp] 

a,, a2 = material parameters [ mof-K] 
R = universal gas constant 

d = average grain diameter [m] 

p = material parameter 

- 
T = absolute temperature [Kl 

- - 
Q, = material parameter - 

lmJol1 

Equivalent Inelastic Strain-Rate Forms 
-- ~ 

Three different equivalent inelastic strain-rate forms are used t o  describe the 
consolidation portion of the crushed-salt material model, including: 

Sjaardema and E e g  Empirical Model [Sjaardema and E e g ,  19871. 

Zeuch's Isostatic Hot-Pressing Model [Zeuch, 19901. 

Spiers' Pressure Solution Model [Spiers and Brzesowsky, 19931. .~ 

Each of these functional forms is presented below in terms of true or  logarithmic strain 
(e). In all instances, compactiodconsolidation strain and compressive stress are assumed 
t o  be negative. The use of this sign convention results in sign changes fkom the original 
referenced models. In addition, multiplicative constants have been combined into a 
single constant. Moisture, temperature, and particle size dependencies are included 
using the function described in Equation 9, which adds four material parameters to  each 
of the models (i.e., p ,  a,, a2, and QJ. The effective stress measure in Equation 3 
describing the ff ow potential adds five material parameters to each model: K,, , K, , ~2 , 
or2, and m2. 

The modified Sjaardema and Krieg model is written as: 

-i."p = 5 Boexp(eu) o& exp[Ap,exp(-e,)] 
Po 

The modified Sjaardema-Krieg model has eight material constants - qo, qII, q2, Q, m,, 
or ,  , Bo, and A. 



The modified Zeuch isostatic hot-pressing model is written for two stages, depending 
on the fractional density, as: 

For Stage 1 (Do 5 D I 0.9): 

For Stage 2 (0.9 < D I 1): 

f 
n ieG = 5 b, (1 -0 )  

(1 - (1 - D)y,}  
(12) 

where D = D,/exp(e,) . The modified Zeuch model requires an original value of 
fractional density (Do) that is less than the initial fractional density value; otherwise, the 
strain rate is always zero, as shown in Equation 11. Thus, a value of Do = 0.64 is 
typically used, which represents the theoretical value for identical-sized spheres. The 
modified Zeuch model has eleven material constants - 7107 7, , q,, D,, m,, or,, b,, b,, b,, 
b,, and n. 

- The grain boundary pressure solution model presented by Spiers can be 
indeterminate since when dq = 0, the initial volumetric strain is zero. To eliminate 
this problem, an initial volumetric strain is assumed, e,. = ln(Do/Di), where Do is 
assumed to  be 0.64 and Di is the initial fractional density. With this change, the 
modified Spiers pressure solution model is written in terms of a volumetric strain 
component defined as e,' = e, +evo.' 

where is given by: 

1 small strain (exp(e,' -1 > -15%) 

where $o is the initial porosity. The modified Spiers model has ten material constants - 
710, 711 7 712 9 Dt7 m,, orl 9 r1, 7 - 3  r47 and n. 

EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE 

A data assessment was performed to identify appropriate data for W P  crushed-salt 
model development. The data assessment was performed by establishing acceptance 
criteria, which included: 



Crushed-salt source: WIPP or  other southeastern New Mexico sites. 

Bentonite content: 0 percent (by weight), 

Temperature: 293K to 373K. 

Grain size: <lo mm. 

Specimen size: >80 mm (in diameter). 

Moisture content: 0 percent (by weight) to  saturated. 

Hydrostatic stress: 0 to  20 MPa. 

Stress difference: 0 to 5 ma. 

Kinematic and static quantities: all known or measured. 

When these criteria were applied to the data acquired from the tests on crushed salt 
and crushed-salt mixtures, the data from only five studies [Holcomb and Hannum, 1982; 
Pfeifle and Senseny, 1985; Holcomb and Shields, 1987; Zeuch et al., 1991; and Brodsky, 
19941 were accepted for use in the constitutive model development. These five studies 
represent 81 tests, which include 17 hydrostatic compaction tests, 53 hydrostatic 
consolidation tests, and 11 triaxial compression shear consolidation tests. In a 
hydrostatic compaction test, a right-circular, cylindrically-shaped specimen is loaded by 
increasing the magnitude of the three principal stresses at equivalent and uniform rates 
until a specified stress level is achieved. During the test, both the principal stresses and 
either the density or the volumetric strain are measured. In a hydrostatic consolidation 
test, a right-circular, cylindrical specimen is hydrostatically loaded to  a specified 
hydrostatic stress level, and then the hydrostatic stress is maintained at the specified 
level for a prescribed period of time. During the consolidation stage (i.e., the period 
following load up), the volumetric strains (density) are measured continuously. In a 
triaxial compression shear consolidation test, a right-CirculAr, cylindrical specimen is 
first loaded hydrostatically t o  a specified hydrostatic stress level, and then a stress 
difference is applied by rapidly increasing the axial stress to  a specified level above the 
hydrostatic stress. The stress state is then maintained for a prescribed period of time. 
The hydrostatic stress level may correspond to  either the mean stress or  the confining 
pressure in the shear consolidation stage. During the consolidation period, the axial and 
volumetric strains are measured continuously. 

. 

The 17 hydrostatic compaction tests are quasi-static tests; therefore, they were not 
included in the database to  determine the parameter values for the creep consolidation 
models. In addition, only the first stage of multistage tests were retained because the 
initial and postload densities were not well defined for the subsequent stages. Removing 
these tests left 52 tests in the database, which includes 40 hydrostatic consolidation tests 
and 12 shear consolidation tests. 

PARAMETER EVALUATION 

A fundamental component of the constitutive model evaluation process includes the 
ability of each of the models to  reproduce laboratory-measured responses. The 
constitutive models were fit to  the laboratory data to  determine the model parameters 
such that the square of the difference between the laboratory-measured and model- 
predicted response was minimized. Application of the least-squares fitting criterion to  



the constitutive models requires solution of simultaneous nonlinear equations. These 
complex nonlinear equations were solved with the BMDP statistical software package 
[Frane et al., 19851. 
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Table 2 lists the parameter values obtained for the modified Sjaardema and Krieg, 
the modified Zeuch, and the modSed Spiers models. Values for parameters that have 
not been masked by our  model changes are compared with the values proposed by the 
referenced researchers. Figures 2’and 3 compare the model predictions for two 
laboratory tests. The specimen in Figure 2 had an initial density of 1,665 kg/m3, added 
moisture of 2.33 percent by weight, and a mean particle size of 1.56 m and was 
subjected to a compressive mean stress of 5.63 MPa and a stress difference of 1.38 MPa 
for a period of 65 days. Figure 2 represents one of the better comparisons of the model 
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predictions of the experimental data. The specimen data shown in Figure 3 had an 
initial density of 1,808 kg/m3, no added moisture, and a mean particle size of 1.56 mm 
and was subjected to  a compressive mean stress of 2.67 MPa and a stress difference of 
5.0 MPa for a period of 28 days. Figure 3 represents one of the least favorable 
comparisons of the model predictions to  the test data. The interesting feature to  
compare between Figures 2 and 3 is the lateral strain components. In Figure 2, the 
lateral strain is directed inward and contributing to  the consolidation of the specimen. 
However, in Figure 3, the lateral strain is directed outward, and the net volumetric 
consolidation is in the axial direction. The predictions of the creep consolidation models 
included in the figures show that the models are able to  capture this important change 
in behavior (Le., reversal in direction of the lateral st ra in  component). 

Table 2. Parameter Values for the Crushed-Salt Models 

Units 

kg m@/(MPa - s) 
m3kg 

Modified Material Model I 
Sjaardema 
and M e g  

-1.437 
2.594 
3.623 
0.731 
3.535 
0.867 
17.00 

4.75(103) 
4.01(103) 

0.564 

6.459(107) 
-1.307(10-2) 

Lq- Spiers 

-42.33 -2.91(104) 
2.740 0.108 
3.049 5.523 
0.605 0.174 
18.33 0.019 
0.888 0.881 
20.10 71.10 

9.66(103) 62.6 
9.26(10-17) 1.8(102) 

0.396 3.22(10-5) 

Reference 
Values 

4.469 
5.722 

6.54(10-") 
9.05(10-'9) 

9.991 

l/3 
l/2 
- 
- 
4.9 

9.770 
0.806 
3.190 4.15 

WIPP SHAFT EXAMF'LE PROBLEM 

Crushed salt is proposed as a shaft seal component between 430 m and 600 m in 
depth. Current designs specify that crushed salt be dynamically compacted so that the 
initial fractional density will be about 0.9. As the host salt formation creeps inward 
with time, the crushed salt is expected to  consolidate and heal to  form a seal as 

:. 
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impermeable as the host salt formation. The fractional density of the crushed salt as 
a function of depth and time is of interest. The fractional density is related to the 
permeability of the crushed salt indirectly through other laboratory experiments that 
have measured permeability at various fractional densities of consolidated crushed salt. 
Numerical models of the shaft provide fractional densities of the compacted salt column 
as a function of depth and time so that permeability of the compacted salt seal 
component is known as a h c t i o n  of depth and time. The creep consolidation models 
presented here have been implemented into the .finite element thennomechanical stress 
analysis program SPECTROM-32 [Callahan et  d., 19891. 

Shear Consolidation Test  SC7A 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Model Predictions and Experimental Data. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Model Predictions and Experimental Data. 
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lo-" I 1 I 

Figure 4. Permeability in a Crushed-Salt Shaft Seal Component. - _ _  
To examine the consolidation of crushed salt emplaced in a shaft, a section of the 

shaft was modeled in axially-symmetric geometry assuming plahe-strain conditions along 
the axis of the shaft. A constitutive model for inelastic flow and damage evolution 
(MDCF model) for argillaceous salt Khan et al., 19941 was used to predict the behavior 
of the rock mass surrounding the shafts. The construction sequence assumes that the 
shaft is excavated instantaneously and left open for 50 years before crushed salt is 
tamped in place. ShaR closure and consolidation of the compacted salt were simulated 
for 150 years or 100 years after the crushed salt is emplaced. Fractional density is 
related to permeability by log& = -66.67(0 - 1) - 21 m2, which is known as the 
Knowles-Hansen relationship for crushed salt Department of Energy, 19951. Figure 4 
shows the permeability as a function of depth in the crushed salt. The curves show that 
the lower portion of the crushed-salt seal component attains low permeability after 
100 years and fully consolidates for one model (S-K) reaching the assumed permeability 
of the host formation (lo-" m2). 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper examines the mechanical behavior of crushed salt, which is to be used 
as a long-term seal component for the shafts at the WIPP site. Three models were 

* selected for evaluation; i.e, those attributed to  Sjaardema-Krieg, Zeuch, and Spiers. The 
models were generalized to three-dimensikl forms and modified where deemed 
necessary. A database comprised of hydrostatic and shear consolidation tests was 
created and used to determine the material parameters of the candidate constitutive 



models. Rank ordering of the statistical measures obtained from the model fitting 
indicates that the modified Spiers’ model is moderately superior to  the other two models. 
The new stress dependence and generalization enable the models to represent crushed- 
salt behavior under deviatoric stresses. 

The modified Zeuch model (dislocation mechanisms) is based on work performed on 
dry crushed sa l t .  The modified Spiers model (di-ffusional transport mechanisms) is based 
on work performed on wet crushed salt. A comprehensive model should be developed 
that includes contributions from both types of densification mechanisms. In essence, the 
modified Zeuch model and the modified Spiers model should be combined or, 
alternatively, the diffusional process could be added to the modified Zeuch model as 
outlined by Zeuch [19901. The initial strain rates predicted by both the modified Zeuch 
and Spiers models are very sensitive to  the selection of the starting conditions, which 
need to be better defined. As shown in Figure 3, the initial transient behavior of the 
crushed salt is not captured very well for higher initial densities. This could potentially 
be improved by describing the transient behavior similar to the model used for intact 
salt. 

The experimental database presently includes only constant-stress types of tests. 
The database could be improved with the addition of data fiom multiple load paths (e.g., 
constant strain rate tests). In addition, the number of tests conducted should be 
expanded with a wider range of temperature, moisture, and pafticle size to capture the 
influence of these variables. 
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